Introducing EIS’s New Line of Continuous Flex Control Cables
For use with Robotic Arms & Automation Equipment

At EIS Wire & Cable, our customers’ needs for custom cables suitable for the
most demanding application is at the forefront of our designs.
We design our custom continuous flex cables for use in industrial applications
where continfuous motion and flexing is of high importance and mission critical.
Applications include; for use on Robotic Arms or Automation equipment that
require movement.
Our extensive one year in‐house testing has collected data in a variety of flex test
methods and validating our cables for use in continuous flex application with
specific ratings for applicable designs.

Available designs:
Our cable designs are available with a variety of jacket materials, such as, PVC,
TPE and TPU in both shielded and unshielded configurations and offer superior
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quality and optimum longevity of use, maximizing your equipment’s up‐time and
minimizing your maintenance cost.
Basic design configurations offered in gauge sizes 24AWG – 18AWG with a
minimum of 19 strands on the wire gauge selection. Also available in 300V and

600V rating and ‐30C to 105C temperature rating with agency approvals available
for Tray cable, Communications, AWM in UL & CSA, as well as MSHA and PMSHA.
Flex Testing Protocol: The Automation Industry has recognized a series of test
methodologies that ensure extended life expectancy in continuous motion
industrial settings.
The flex test protocol commonly used for these types of cables include Bend
Radius Test (Tic‐Tock) and Torsion Flex Test (Twist‐Bend). These test methods
were designed to replicate the harsh mechanical stresses that cables would see
in a robotic or motion application. Cable designs that can withstand these
rigorous test methods are deemed suitable for rolling flex (C‐Track), repetitive
single point, and robotic applications.

EIS Wire & Cable ‐ Cable Design Flex Ratings:
Bend Radius Test (Tic‐Tock)
Minimum .010” wall PVC or SRPVC primary insulation, PVC or TPE jacket, shielded
and unshielded.
⦁ 2‐6 conductors – 10 million cycles rated
⦁ 7‐15 conductors – 2 million cycles rated
Minimum .010” wall PVC or SRPVC primary insulation, TPU jacket, shielded and
unshielded
⦁ 2‐6 conductors – 2 million cycles rated
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Torsion Flex Test (Twist‐Bend)
Minimum .010” wall PVC or SRPVC primary insulation, PVC or TPE jacket, shielded
and unshielded.
⦁ 2‐6 conductors – 20 million cycles rated
⦁ 7‐10 conductors – 10 million cycles rated

About EIS Wire & Cable:
An ISO 9001:2015 certified custom cable manufacturing of wire & cable products for;
Instrument control, coaxial, composite, hook‐up, multi‐conductor, dmx, industrial,
microphone, snake, speaker, computer/data & security control & fire alarm cables.
Markets include; Factory automation, audio broadcast, automotive & transportation,
communications, defense, consumer electronics, entertainment‐home theater,
industrial, stage lighting, medical, & sensor. UL & CSA approved. RoHS compliant. Kan
Ban delivery. Serving customers worldwide from our modern 125,000 square foot
facility in Western Massachusetts.
https://www.eiswire.com/

EIS Wire & Cable
775 New Ludlow Road
South Hadley, MA 01075
Phone: 800.255.5201
Fax: 413.532.9696
Email: eis@eiswire.com
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